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Edit Share Onmyoji Arena is a free third-person game, online online battle Arena (MOBA) offered by NetEase Games. OnmyojiArena-NewTrailer for season 5-2 IntroductionEElit Onmyoji Arena is part of the hit Onmyoji series from NetEase. It is based on a rich base of characters from the original work to create a new
MOBA experience. The game retains elegant Japanese aesthetics and original voice talents to accurately recreate Kyoto in the Heian era. With innovative map designs, Fog war mode, and an even bigger set of Shikigami skills, players are in for more fun and bigger challenges as they battle to reign. Players from all over
the world are connected, and the all-new 3v3v3 Battle Royale will provide players with a fun and novel MOBA experience. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Onmyoji Chess is a walking strategy based on the ONmyoji IP code developed by NetEase Games. Shikips turn into tiles
as they fight at your fingertips. 8 players will fight together, combining strategy with the shikigame line-up. Whoever survives the end will be the winner. The game follows a beautiful Japanese style of Onmyoji series art, and offers various chess boards for selection while maintaining a genuine Heian style. Players around
the world gather here to find out who will be the winner in this chess game. Japanese style from the famous onmyoji series As part of the Onmyoji series of games, the game has a beautiful Japanese art style. Each Shikiami is designed with unique abilities. In this dreamy world, Shikigames have been transformed into
tiles that will fight under the command of the players. Arrange freely on a variable chessboard there are many chessboards and accessories available for choice in the game, from the romantic Sakura chessboard, to the summer theme of the beach chessboard, and the Japanese-style chessboard. Combine them as you
like to create a chessboard yourself. There are also many cute mascots that will cheer you up to make your matches more interesting! Collect pieces for EffectsActivate Bond bonds to get buffs. If you have a certain number of tiles from the same position or type, the communication effect will be activated. There are
different levels for each type of bond. By activating the effects of communication, you can acquire powerful buffs. The all-powerful Froglet bond tile can be counted as one for all positional communication! Flexible strategies will hang unpredictable matches! Use Wisdom and Win with StrategiesAdjust your education and
use wisdom in battle. Combine the tiles to promote them and increase their power. Purchase, deploy and promote tiles. Create your team with about 50 Shikigami. Increase your power with randomly discarded items. Go head to with other players around the world in a battle of wisdom and and The whole world is at your
fingertips! Go download the game to play this chess game with other Onmyoji players from all over the world! Official website: www.onmyojichess.com official website: . Added drag effect.2. Added a new model of the pedestal.3. Added a new turn results screen.4. Added a new animation of the launch.5. The bar
displaying information has been optimized. The OA Chess test version has been implemented! First, we will introduce the rules of this new regime! Also, please note that this is only a beta test. If you have any questions or suggestions, please let us know so we can improve this mode.  Basic Rules The 2 phases in
OA Auto Chess: the training stage and the battle phase. Step 1: During the preparation phase of each turn, the chess part of the line in the chess box will be updated. (You can also spend coins to upgrade your lineup.) Players can purchase chess pieces from a chess box and put it in their hand. Step 2: Drag chess
pieces into the bottom of the board to initiate the battle. Step 3: When there are 3 of the same Shikigami, you can fuse them in an updated version of that Shikigami by selecting an update or dragging a chess piece in your hand to the same Shikigami on the board. Having stronger, higher-level pieces and making
combos is the key to winning in Auto Chess. Step 4: When the preparation phase ends, the chess pieces on the board will start a battle with monsters or rival chess pieces.  Extended Rules  CoinsPlayers can acquire new chess pieces and update chess pieces with coins. Players receive coins based on the
results of the previous match. Players can receive coins as follows: Basic Income: Players will receive a certain number of coins each time. The number of coins received will increase at every turn. (No more than 5 coins in this turn.) Interest: When the queue ends, players will receive 10% of their current total coin. (No
more than 5 coins in this turn.) Victory: Get 1 coin for defeating another player. (Players won't get coins for defeating monsters.) Consecutive wins/loss returns: Players can get up to 3 coins based on their wins or losses.  Chess Pieces in Heian-Kyo become chess pieces in this mode. Each chess piece will have one
normal attack and one ability. When the energy sensor is full, Shikigame's ability is activated automatically. (Some of the passive abilities that will always be valid). Each chess piece has its own role and race. The combo will be triggered and the chess pieces will become stronger if there are more of the same type of
Shikigami on the board. Therefore, we recommend that you place your chess pieces wisely in order to perform more combos to Your chess pieces are stronger.  LevelsThe maximum number of chess pieces you can place will increase as like level increases, with a maximum level of 10 and a maximum of 10 chess
pieces. Players will receive 1 EXP for each step. They can also get 5 EXP by spending 5 coins. As the player evens up, the rate of appearance of stronger chess pieces in the chess box will increase. When players reach level 9 or higher, the maximum number of chess pieces that appear in the chess box will increase as
well.  Life Points When players lose the battle, they will take damage depending on the class and level of enemy chess pieces remaining on the board. Players will leave the match when their vital points reach 0.  chess piece combo Who there is a certain number of chess pieces of the same role or the same
race on the board, the corresponding combo will cause. The strength of the combo will depend on the number of chess pieces of the same type on the board. In addition, multiple combos can trigger simultaneously. Also, note that even if there are many of the same chess pieces on the board, They will count on one
combo.  Type ComboThere different positions and features in this new mode: Roles: Ninja, Samurai, Mag, Marksman, Tank, Support, Sorcerer, Material (Daruma), All (Froglet)Racing: Spirit, Underworld, God, Great Spirit, Fighter, Beast, Forest, Nature, Evil, Daruma, Froglet.  There are 2 special chess
pieces. Daruma: Daruma is worth 3 coins and can be used to upgrade a chess piece that costs 3 coins or less. To update the chess piece, drag Darum to this chess piece. Choose wisely when using Daruma to update your chess Froglet: The role of this part is everything. Frogs are figures that represent all roles.
When Froglet is on the board, he will add 1 to the combo for each role. For example, if 3 ninja pieces and 4 tank pieces are on board, after placing Froglet on the board, the combo for ninja pieces will become 4 while the combo for tank parts will become 5.Please use Froglets to enhance your combos. Combo EffectsIn
battle, when players call combos, they will also activate combo effects. Some combo effects are more effective against certain parts. Observing the combination of enemy figures and adjusting your own is one of the keys to success. See you on the battlefield soon!  Auto Battle Chess genre is currently on trend - and if
you've been following the latest mobile gaming trends, you'd know about games such as Auto Chess and Chess Rush. A popular mobile game developer, NetEase, well known for LifeAfter and other Onmyoji games, has just released an automatic chess game called Onmyoji Chess. It's a fun game - but the only thing
you might not like is long fights. It's not fast. game - you will spend more than 20 minutes (10 minutes on Battle Royale) per game except when you get defeated. In today's post, we shared onmyoji Chess Guide and Onmyoji Chess tips, cheats and strategies to win battles. So let's not waste time and move on to the
basic content. Onmyoji Chess Basics Guide - How to Play Onmyoji Chess? As a beginner in the game, we all start with the Level Rookie - how you play the game or get to one of the higher ranks, you will earn points - and, the game will help you to the next level. As the tier increases, you will encounter pro players in
battle, and it would be hard to hit the top row. You can check the current level in the upper left corner of the lobby screen. Here's a list of levels: - Rookie Tier Beginner Level Expert Level Master Master Tier Mahjong Master Depending on level or rank, you'll fit random players. You can also play with friends. After pressing
the match button, on the next screen, you can choose your friends. So let's find out how this automatic chess fighter game works! Battle Preparation to fight with other players, you need to deploy the characters. These characters are called Shikigames. After the start of the match, you can buy Shikigame (s) with coins.
You get free coins at the beginning of the battle - and as the match goes on or the stage progresses, you'll get more. Spending coins wisely is one of the tactics that you need to master. ⇒ So how do you get Shikigame? After spending coins - a tile box. The cost of Shikiami can vary. And how do you get coins? Playing
the game or selling existing Shikips. ⇒In the top center of the screen, the game displays useful information - time, turn, time remaining for the next round, coins, and the amount of Shikigami that you can deploy on the board. Onmyoji Chess's Guide to Combat Once you have deployed Shikigame (s) on board - they will
fight enemies immediately after the start of the battle. So how do they attack? It depends on the role of Shikigame (s) - for example; Tank role Shikigame (s) attack at close range. Marksman attacks from long range. Read more about this in the Onmyoji Chess Shikigami/Characters guide. There are two bars above the
character or Shikigami; red bar and blue bar. The red bar displays HP Shikigame. As soon as it drops to NIL point, the shikigami will disappear from the board until the next round. And, the blue bar shows SP - your character will unleash the skill as soon as this bar fills up completely. All Shichiami (s) in the game Onmyoji
Chess have amazing skills. Tile Box - Selling Shikigame (s) At the bottom of the center of the battle screen, there are many slots for the characters where you can save the extra Shikigames (s). You just drag and throw them on the battlefield. On the right side of it, click on the tile box option - from there you can buy
Shikigame. In each The game gives you random things; characters to buy. You can update the characters characters by spending (2) coins. Click the update button next to the list banner. To sell shikigames, tap him/her in the character's inventory and then decide to sell. Position players On the right side of the battle
screen you see the list of players and their position. It also shows the HP player. If you get defeated, you lose HP or points - and once you reach 0, the game will knock you out of the fight - though, you can watch the fight. Click on the player to check his/her board - Shikigame's position. Onmyoji Chess
Characters/Shikiumi Guide To Meet the Characters or Shikigami (s) is extremely important - yes, it's an auto combat chess game - but you have complete control over your destiny. If you choose the characters wisely, you will definitely get to the top rank in the leaderboard. Let's learn about the characters in the game
Onmyoji: - Positions and types of each Shikigami attack or acts differently in combat - and, each of them belongs to a certain type and specific position. Let's learn about the positions and types: - Positions - Ninja Samurai Mag Marksman Tank Support Masters Types: - Relic Soul Underworld God Great Spirit Warrior
Spirit Forest Spirit Demon zombies in the lobby, click (?) Help option - on the next screen, in the lower menu, head to tab Shikigami to get a full list of characters. Click on the character to get his/her details - skill details, type, position. The effect of bonds The reason for providing detailed information about the types and
positions in the aforementioned part is to explain the effect of the bonds. As you know, all of these units have a certain position and a certain type. You can deploy several characters on the board (depending on the maximum size). If you deploy a certain amount of shikigami depending on their position and type, the
communication effect is activated. Go to (?) help menu (lobby help) - and then, head to position or enter tab. There you can see the requirements for activating the bond effect. For example - Deploy (3) Ninja (s) on the board to increase critical speed and critical damage for ninja Shikigame. On the left side of the
communication effect, it shows the amount of Shikigames needed to activate this effect. Similarly, go to the Type tab - where you get detailed information - the requirements for activating the type/link effect effect. For example, the effect of the relic soul reduces the armor of all enemy shikigami (s). And to activate this
effect, you need to deploy (2) or (4) Shikigame belongs to the type of relic soul. On the left side of the battle screen, you can check the effects of communication (if they are activated). So that would be all in this Onmyoji Chess guide for beginners. Let's take a look at top Onmyoji Chess tips, cheats and strategies! Onmeji
Chess Tips, Codes: - 1.) Increase the power of the Shikigames or the strength of the squad as you know that you can deploy certain certain characters on the board/battlefield. And if you want to increase the chances of winning - you need to become stronger. There are two ways to become stronger - deploy more
Shikigames or upgrade existing Shikigames. To deploy more Shikigames, you will need to increase the size of the squad. And to do this, you have to raise the level of the board. Spend coins to provide EXP and level to deploy more characters. It takes a long time - it takes a lot of turns to save so many coins. But you
should try to take it at least 7-8 sizes. Shikigami Update - You can fuse three identical Shikigames and increase the power. For example - you can fuse 1-star Yuki (x3) into a 2-star Yuki (x1). This means that (3) Yuki will fuse and you will get (1) top class/level Yuki. Pay attention to the tile box and grab identical units if
you want to get stronger this way. If you have (3) units of a certain class, you can use the pong option on the screen to fuse. We recommend increasing the number of squads so that you can deploy more Shikigames. And, focus on just one or two Shikigami updates. 2.) Apply the bond effects in the guide part above, we
explained how to activate the communication effect. Make sure to buy Shikigames depending on their type and position to activate the bond effect. For more information, read the guide to the bond effect above. 3.) Meet the Shikips If you want to master the game, you need to learn all the details of each Shikigame. On
the contrary, buying or selecting units will not randomly lead you anywhere in the leaderboard. Go to the lobby and click on the help option to get a list of characters, their skills details, details of the communication effect. So this will be all in this Onmyoji Chess guide and tips for beginners. Do you have more tips or
strategies? Comment below! For more updates, game news, game guides, new game releases, and ALERTS - Like us on Facebook - MrGuider, follow us on Twitter - @techhuntr. Check out - The best new Android games today. Do you have any suggestions? Send Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Reddit
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